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We will review four CDS published cases and discuss how they can be implemented using CDS-HOOKS

1) Reducing Unnecessary Tetanus Immunization in the ED
2) Increase Seasonal Influenza Vaccination Among Hospitalized Children Before Inpatient Discharge
3) Decision Support System to Identify and Manage Opioid Use Disorder
4) Artificial intelligence-assisted clinical decision support for childhood asthma management

and finally, we will discuss Da Vinci PDEX CDS-Hooks
Reduction of unnecessary Tetanus immunization

Abstract

**Study objective:** Tetanus is the most common vaccination given in the emergency department, yet, administrations of tetanus vaccine boosters in the ED may not comply with the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s recommended vaccination schedule. We implemented a clinical decision support alert in the electronic health record that warned providers when ordering a tetanus vaccine if a prior one had been given within 10 years and studied its efficacy to reduce potentially unnecessary vaccines in the ED.

**Methods:** This was a retrospective, quasi-experimental, 1-group, pretest-posttest study in 3 hospital EDs in Boston, MA. We studied adult patients for whom tetanus vaccines were ordered despite a history of vaccination within the prior 10 years. We compared the number of potentially unnecessary tetanus vaccine administrations in a baseline phase (when the clinical decision support alert was not visible) versus an intervention phase.

**Results:** Of eligible patients, 22.1% (95% confidence interval [CI] 21.8% to 22.4%) had prior tetanus vaccines within 5 years, 12.8% (95% CI 12.5% to 13.0%) within 5 to 10 years, 3.6% (95% CI 3.6% to 3.9%) more than 10 years ago, and 63.1% (95% CI 60.9% to 61.7%) had no prior tetanus vaccination documentation. Of 60,983 encounters, 337 met the inclusion criteria. A tetanus vaccination was administered in 91% (95% CI 87% to 96%) of encounters in the baseline phase, compared to 65% (95% CI 47% to 62%) during the intervention. The absolute risk reduction was 36.7% (95% CI 28.0% to 45.4%), and the number of encounters needed to alert to avoid 1 potentially unnecessary tetanus vaccine (number needed to treat) was 2.7 (95% CI 2.2% to 3.6%). For patients with tetanus vaccines within the prior 5 years, the absolute risk reduction was 47.9% (95% CI 38.5% to 60.3%) and the number needed to treat was 2.1 (95% CI 1.7% to 2.8%).

**Conclusion:** A clinical decision support alert that warns ED clinicians that a patient may have an up-to-date tetanus vaccination status reduces potentially unnecessary vaccinations.
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Evaluation of a Clinical Decision Support Strategy to Increase Seasonal Influenza Vaccination Among Hospitalized Children Before Inpatient Discharge
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Abstract

Objective: Most Americans with opioid use disorder (OUD) do not receive indicated medical care. A clinical decision support (CDS) tool for primary care providers (PCPs) could address this treatment gap. Our primary objective was to build OUD-CDS tool and demonstrate its functionality and accuracy. Secondary objectives were to achieve high use and approval rates and improve PCP confidence in diagnosing and treating OUD.

Methods: A convenience sample of 55 PCPs participated. Buprenorphine-waivered PCPs (n = 8) were assigned to the intervention. Non-waivered PCPs (n = 47) were randomized to intervention (n = 24) or control (n = 23). Intervention PCPs received access to the OUD-CDS, which alerted them to patients at potentially increased risk for OUD or overdose and guided diagnosis and treatment. Control PCPs provided care as usual.

Results: The OUD-CDS was functional and accurate following extensive multi-phased testing. PCPs used the OUD-CDS in 5% of encounters with at-risk patients, far less than the goal of 60%. OUD screening confidence increased for all intervention PCPs and OUD diagnosis increased for non-waivered intervention PCPs. Most PCPs (65%) would recommend the OUD-CDS and found it helpful with screening for OUD and discussing and prescribing OUD medications.

Discussion: PCPs generally liked the OUD-CDS, but use rates were low, suggesting the need to modify CDS design, implementation strategies and integration with existing primary care workflows.

Conclusion: The OUD-CDS tool was functional and accurate, but PCP use rates were low. Despite low use, the OUD-CDS improved confidence in OUD screening, diagnosis and use of treatment.
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Artificial intelligence assisted clinical decision support for childhood asthma management: A randomized clinical trial
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5- Da Vinci PDEX CDS-Hooks
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https://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/davinci-crd/hooks.html#cds-hooks
More on CDS-Hooks

- The Standard
  - https://cds-hooks.hl7.org/2.0/
- The Classical Tutorial
- The Sandbox
  - https://sandbox.cds-hooks.org/
- Example Source Code
  - https://github.com/diegokaminker/ueho-cdshooks
Questions and Conclusions

● Questions?